WELCOME FRIENDS OF HIBERNIAN HALL
WHAT IS WEALTH AT HIBERNIAN HALL?
WEALTH AT HIBERNIAN HALL MEANS NEVER HAVING TO LEAVE YOUR COMMUNITY TO FEEL....
Original

- Master Playwriting Class
- 6 Playwrights, 8 weeks
- Talent, Range & Creativity
BOLD

- DAUMOS Fashion Show
- Premiere
- Culture & Connection
EMPOWERED

• Move for Charity Bootcamp
• Mothers for Justice & Equality
• Physical Health
PIONEERING

• Master Playwriting Showcase
• 6 Original Shorts, 9 Actors
• Concept to Production
THOUGHT PROVOKING

• MINDSHIFT Photo Exhibit Premiere
• Free and open to all ages
• Human – Nature Connection
UPLIFTED

- Buy The Block 2
- KRS-One
- Joy
EDUCATED

• KRS-One Symposium
• KRS-ONE, Mayor Kim Janey, Dr. Emmett Price, Hip-Hop Artist Najee Janey and special guest EDO G
• Economic Self Sufficiency
CREATIVE

• Roxbury Film Festival
• Collaboration with RoxFilm
• Voted Best Film Festival by Boston Magazine’s Best of Boston 2022
And I'm not just
CELEBRATED

- Summer Movement Series
- Physical & Spiritual
ATTENDANCE
125 Participants Total

RECURRING
60% of participants took more than one class

FEEDBACK
Most Popular: Contemporary Class
2nd Most Popular: Afro-Cuban

PRICE
FREE & Open to Adults of all levels!
COMMUNITY

• Roxbury Roots
• Stories from MPDC Residents & beyond
• Storytelling
HISTORY

- Playwright-In-Residence Mary McCullough
- Ballahoo In The Hair Kitchen
- Brown v. Board of Education
INSPIRED

• ALIVE
• Premiere
• Multi-Disciplinary & Immersive Elements
Collaboration with VLA DANCE

Live Music by Cornell Coley & Desire Graham

11 Performers
67 responses

Check your top 3 favorite plays you would like to see as full lengths

48 (71.6%) 20 (29.9%) 19 (28.4%) -23 (34.3%) -27 (40.3%) -30 (44.8%)

PARTICIPATE

• Master Playwriting Showcase
• Short to Full Length
• Audience Vote
Master Playwright Workshop
Directed by Jacqui Parker
Audience Feedback

FELICIA WILTZ
“GRACE”

THELMA PIERCE
“BLIND DATE”

MARY MCCULLOUGH
“BALLAHOO IN THE HAIR KITCHEN”

3 PLAYWRIGHT READINGS
• Master Playwright Workshop
• Directed by Jacqui Parker
• Audience Feedback
**HIBERNIAN IN NUMBERS**

**ATTENDEES**
1.4K+ MPDC & Non-MPDC Residents

**MARKETING**
86K+ Accounts reached

**COLLABORATORS**
10 Roxbury & non-Roxbury based businesses, organizations, residents

**ARTISTS**
45 Multidisciplinary Artists

**HIBERNIAN HALL**
4.5 Star Google Rating
118 Reviews

Building in Boston, Massachusetts

**REVIEWS**

- Website
- Directions
- Save
- Call
WHAT OUR ARTISTS & COLLABORATORS SAY

“Hibernian Hall is a leader in the development of original workshops and events that not only provide a home to artists of color to create, but also to lead numerous artistic educational and community breakthroughs” ~Julia. S., A.R.T.

“We have worked collaboratively with MPDC and the Hibernian Hall Team for the past three years as Hibernian Hall’s Dance Company – In – Residence and it has undoubtedly helped the expedited growth of VLA DANCE, creating annual programming and new performance opportunities, ultimately supporting local creativity with the potential for national impact” ~Victoria A., VLA DANCE

“Thank you for recognizing Us” ~Kenneth G., BPD Officer & Roxbury Roots speaker
“Thank you for bringing live theater back to Hibernian Hall this past March, with those 6 spectacular plays. All were so well written, acted, directed and presented...I will be in the audience with my friends again, for all three plays regardless of whether they were our three choices...” ~Tonya G.

“One of the only places that welcomes all people with everyone having a feeling of belonging. This is a hidden gem in Boston. Always a good time and great atmosphere”
~Beadouin L.

“They keep art & performances right in Roxbury. Hibernian Hall is Roxbury’s heart beat”
~Shavaun G.
HIBERNIAN HALL 2023

JAN-APRIL

- Roxbury Roots
- "7 Guitars" by August Wilson
- BLO-COOS – Poet Laureate Porsha Olayiwola Collaboration

MAY-AUGUST

- Ballahoo In The Hair Kitchen
- Summer Movement Series
- Roxbury Film Festival

SEPT-DEC

- Music Concert
- 2 Plays in 1 Night
- Film Workshop Series
THANK YOU